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Abstract
The importance of relational methods in temporal and spatial reasoning has been widely recogni-
sed in the last two decades. A quite large part of contemporary spatial reasoning is concerned with
the research of relation algebras generated by the “part of” and “connection” relations in various
domains. This paper is devoted to the study of one particular relation algebra appeared in the litera-
ture, viz. the complemented disk algebra. This algebra was first described by Düntsch [I. Düntsch, A
tutorial on relation algebras and their application in spatial reasoning, Given at COSIT, August 1999,
Available from: <http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/∼duentsch/papers/relspat.html>] and then, Li et al. [Y.
Li, S. Li, M. Ying, Relational reasoning in the Region Connection Calculus, Preprint, 2003, Available
from: <http://arxiv.org/abs/cs/0505041>] showed that closed disks and their complements provides
a representation. This set of regions is rather restrictive and, thus, of limited practical values. This
paper will provide a general method for generating representations of this algebra in the framework
of Region Connection Calculus. In particular, connected regions bounded by Jordan curves and their
complements is also such a representation.
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1. Introduction
Since the work of Allen [1] and Egenhofer and Sharma [12], the importance of rela-
tional methods in temporal and spatial reasoning has been widely recognised. As a matter
of fact, a large part of contemporary qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) is based on the
behaviour of “part of” and “connection” (or “contact”) relations in various domains [11,3],
and the expressive power, consistency and complexity of relational reasoning has become
an important object of study in QSR [12,21,8,9,7]. We refer the reader to [6] for more
details on relation algebras and their application in QSR.
This paper is mainly concerned with the relation algebra generated by certain “connec-
tion” or “contact” relation defined on a domain of regions. Recall Düntsch [5] calls a binary
relation C on a nonempty domain, U , a contact relation if C is reflexive, symmetric and
extensional. A relation algebra (RA) will be called a contact relation algebra (CRA) if it
is generated by a (non-identity) contact relation.
A simple but very important CRA is the closed disk algebra. Let D be the set of closed
disks in the Euclidean plane. We say two disks are in contact if they have nonempty inter-
section. This relation is clearly a contact relation on D. We, following [6], call this closed
disk algebra and write it Dc. Recently, Li and Ying [17] have shown that the collections of
simple regions, i.e. connected regions bounded by Jordan curves, in the Euclidean plane is
also a representation of this algebra.3 This domain of regions, put forward first by Egenho-
fer [10] and called Egenhofer model in [17], is the principal domain of spatial reasoning
in Geographic Information Science (GIS). Interestingly, the composition table of Dc is
identical with the (weak) RCC8 composition table of Randell et al. [19].
One serious problem with these two domains of regions is that neither are closed under
complement. But, as noted by Stell [23], complement is a fundamental concept in spa-
tial relations. These two domains of regions are therefore a little too restrictive. A nat-
ural, though gentle, remedy would be adding the complements of closed disks (or simple
regions) to the domain of regions. This is just what we have done in [18]: taking the domain
of regions all closed disks in the plane together with the closure of their complements, and
defining the contact relation just as that defined for closed disk algebra, we get a CRA with
11 atoms. This algebra was first described by Düntsch [5] and its composition table is pre-
cisely the RCC11 (weak) composition table given there. Moreover, these atomic relations
can also be described by the 9-intersection principle posed by Egenhofer and Herring [11].
Notice that closed disks and their complements present a very restrictive set of regions.
The following question naturally arises:
Does there exist other representation containing more general regions? Particularly,
does the collection of simple regions together with the closure of their complements provide
such a representation?
This paper will show this is true. In fact, given an RCC model R and suppose D ⊂ R is
a domain of regions that provides an extensional model for the RCC8 composition table.
Let D′ = {a′ : a ∈ D} and E = D ∪ D′. We shall show that E is a representation of the
complemented closed algebra.
Due to arbitrarily complex shapes simple regions may have, a direct verification of this
conjecture seems too arduous. The hardness could be partially demonstrated by the work
given in [17], of Egenhofer model to closed disk algebra; and that given in [18], of disk-like
model to complemented disk algebra.
3 It is worth mentioning that this model is in a sense a maximal representation of the closed disk algebra [17].
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This paper, however, will provide a more efficient method for justifying representations
of this algebra. Our approach is based on early work [16]–[18] in the framework of Region
Connection Calculus.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In the next section, we briefly summarise
some basic concepts and results of contact relation algebras, RCC relations, and compo-
sition tables. Section 3 introduces an approach for reducing the calculations of verifying
whether a model of the RCC11 composition table is extensional. Using this approach, we
need only to check 15 out of the total 121 equations. This approach is adapted from [18] for
the present purpose. Let R be an RCC model, D ⊂ R be an extensional model of the RCC8
composition table (with the inherited RCC8 relations), and E be the collection of regions
in D together with their complements. In Section 4 we show that E is an extensional model
of the RCC11 composition table (with the inherited RCC11 relations). A summary is given
in the last section.
2. RCC relations and composition tables
In this section we summarise some basic concepts of contact relation algebras, RCC
relations, and composition table. Our references are [6,3,22,16].
2.1. Contact relation algebra
A relation algebra (RA) is a structure of the form (A,+, ·,−, 0, 1, ◦,∼ , 1′) that satisfies
for all a, b, c ∈ A,
1. (A,+, ·,−, 0, 1) is a Boolean algebra.
2. (A, ◦, 1′) is a semigroup with identity 1′, and a∼∼ = a, (a ◦ b)∼ = b∼ ◦ a∼.
3. The following equations are equivalent:
(a ◦ b) · c = 0, (a∼ ◦ c) · b = 0, (c ◦ b∼) · a = 0.
In the sequel, we will identify algebras with their base sets.
To avoid trivialities, we always assume that the structures under consideration have at
least two elements. Suppose that U is a nonempty set of regions, and that C is a binary
relation on U that satisfies:
(C1) C is reflexive and symmetric; and
(C2) C is extensional, i.e.,
(∀x, y ∈ U)[x = y ↔ ∀z ∈ U(C(x, z) ↔ C(y, z))].
Düntsch et al. [8] call a binary relation C that satisfies (C1) and (C2) a contact relation;
and call the RA generated by a contact relation a contact RA (CRA). A contact relation
C on an ordered structure 〈U,〉 is said to be compatible with  if −(C ◦ −C) = . In
this paper, we only consider compatible contact relations on orthoposets. Here an ortho-
poset [2,15] is a bounded poset (partially ordered set) 〈P, 0, 1,〉 equipped with a unary
complemented operation ′ : P → P such that
x′′ = x, x ∧ x′ = 0, x  y ⇔ x′  y′.
Suppose P is an orthoposet containing more than four elements and C is a contact
relation other than the identity. Set U = P \ {0, 1}. Since 1U is RA definable [5], we can
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restrict the contact relation C and other relations definable by C on U . The following
relations can then be defined from C on U :
DC = −C EC = C · −O
P = −(C ◦ −C) TPP = PP · (EC ◦ EC) ECD = −O · T
1′ = P · P∼ NTPP = PP · −TPP ECN = EC · −ECD
PP = P · −1′  = −(P + P∼) PODZ = ECD ◦ NTPP
O = P∼ ◦ P T = −(P ◦ P∼) DN = DR · −ECD
DR = −O PON = O ·  · −T PODY = POD · −PODZ
PO = O · −(P + P∼) POD = O ·  · T
We have the following well known systems of jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint
relations on U [5]:
R8 = {1′, DC, EC, PO, TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼};
R11 = {1′, DC, ECN, ECD, PON, PODY, PODZ, TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼}.
R8 and R11 are known as respectively RCC8 and RCC11 in the literature.
Lattice theoretic characterisations of these RCC relations can be found in e.g. [18].
2.2. Models of the RCC axioms
The Region Connection Calculus (RCC) was originally formulated by Randel et al.
[20]. There are several equivalent formulations of RCC [22,5], we adopt in this paper the
one in terms of Boolean connection algebra [22].4
Definition 2.1. A model of the RCC is a structure 〈A, C〉 such that
A1. A = 〈A; 0, 1,′ ,∨,∧〉 is a Boolean algebra with more than two elements.
A2. C is a symmetric and reflexive binary relation on A \ {0}.
A3. C(x, x′) for any x ∈ A \ {0, 1}.
A4. C(x, y ∨ z) iff C(x, y) or C(x, z) for any x, y, z ∈ A \ {0}.
A5. For any x ∈ A \ {0, 1}, there exists some w ∈ A \ {0, 1} such that C(x,w) doesn’t
hold.
Given a regular connected space X, write RC(X) for the regular closed algebra of X.
Then with the standard Whiteheadean contact (i.e. aCb iff a ∩ b /= ∅), 〈RC(X), C〉 is a
model of the RCC [13]. These models are called standard RCC models [5]. Given a regular
connected space X, we refer simply by RC(X) to the standard model associated to X.
Note that some RCC11 relations, e.g. TPP, will be empty. But for RCC models, all
these relations are nonempty [5].
2.3. Composition table
The precise meaning of a composition table (CT) depends to some extent on the situa-
tion where it is employed.
4 This concept is stronger than the Boolean contact algebra given by Düntsch [5].
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Generally speaking, a CT is just a mapping τ : Rels × Rels → 2Rels, where Rels is a
set of relation symbols [5]. A model of τ is then a pair 〈U, v〉, where U is a set and v is
a mapping from Rels to the set of binary relations on U such that {v(R) : R ∈ Rels} is a
partition of U × U and
v(R) ◦ v(S) ⊆
⋃
{v(T) : T ∈ τ(R, S)}
for all R, S ∈ Rels, where ◦ is the usual relation composition. A model 〈U, v〉 is called
consistent if
T ∈ τ(R, S) ⇔ (v(R) ◦ v(S)) ∩ v(T) = ∅
for all R, S, T ∈ Rels [16]. We call a consistent model extensional if
v(R) ◦ v(S) =
⋃
{v(T) : T ∈ τ(R, S)}
for all R, S ∈ Rels [16]. In such a model, suppose T is an entry in the cell specified by R
and S. Then whenever T(a, c) holds, there must exist some b in U s.t. R(a, b) and S(b, c).
Note that if a CT has an extensional model 〈U, v〉, then by a theorem given in [14], this CT
is the composition table of a relation algebra and 〈U, v〉 is a representation of this relation
algebra. In what follows, when the interpretation mapping v is clear from the context, we
also write U for this model.
Suppose that R is a set of jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations on a non-
empty set U , and R, S ∈ R. Düntsch [5] defines the weak composition of R, S as
R ◦w S =
⋃
{T ∈ R : T ∩ R ◦ S /= ∅}.
In case R is finite, we summarise the weak compositions in a table and call this a weak
composition table. Note that by definition, a model 〈U, v〉 of a CT τ : Rels × Rels → 2Rels
is consistent if and only if τ is precisely the weak composition table of Rels on U .
2.4. Models of RCC8 CT and RCC11 CT
Recall that the closed disk algebra Dc contains eight atomic relations, which are pre-
cisely the RCC8 topological relations [5]. The weak composition table of Dc has previ-
ously appeared in [10] and is known as RCC8 CT in QSR [4]. In what follows, we write
τ8 : R8 × R8 → 2R8
for this composition table, and specify it in Table 1. Notice that 1′ ∈ R8, we omit the
column and row 1′. We have the following theorem concerning this table:
Theorem 2.2 [16, 17].
(1) Each RCC model is a consistent but not extensional model of the RCC8 CT.
(2) The Egenhofer model, which contains all simple regions in the Euclidean plane, is
an extensional model of the RCC8 CT.
Let E be the set of closed disks and the closure of their complements in the plane. For
two regions a, b ∈ E, define C(a, b) if and only if a ∩ b = ∅. Then C is a contact relation
on E. We call the CRA generated by C the complemented disk algebra and denote it by L
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Table 1
RCC8 composition table
τ8 DC EC PO TPP NTPP TPP∼ NTPP∼
DC,EC,PO DC,EC DC,EC DC,EC DC,EC
DC TPP,NTPP PO PO PO PO DC DC
TPP∼,1′ TPP TPP TPP TPP
NTPP∼ NTPP NTPP NTPP NTPP
DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO EC,PO PO DC
EC TPP∼ 1′,TPP TPP TPP TPP EC DC
NTPP∼ TPP∼ NTPP NTPP NTPP
DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO PO PO DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO
PO TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP,TPP∼,1′ TPP TPP TPP∼ TPP∼
NTPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP,NTPP∼ NTPP NTPP NTPP∼ NTPP∼
DC DC,EC TPP DC,EC,PO DC,EC,PO
TPP DC EC PO,TPP NTPP NTPP 1′,TPP TPP∼
NTPP TPP∼ NTPP∼
DC,EC DC,EC DC,EC,PO
NTPP DC DC PO NTPP NTPP PO TPP,TPP∼
TPP TPP NTPP,1′
NTPP NTPP NTPP∼
DC,EC,PO EC,PO PO PO,1′ PO TPP∼
TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP TPP NTPP∼
NTPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP∼ TPP∼ NTPP NTPP∼
DC,EC,PO PO PO PO PO,TPP,1′
NTPP∼ TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP∼ TPP∼ NTPP,TPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP∼
NTPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP∼ NTPP∼
[18]. This algebra contains 11 atomic relations, which are exactly the RCC11 topological
relations [18]. The composition table of this algebra first appeared in [5, p. 29] and was
known as RCC11 CT. In what follows, we write
τ11 : R11 × R11 → 2R11
for this composition table, and specify it in Table 2. Notice that 1′ ∈ R11, we omit the
column and row 1′. We have the following theorem concerning this table:
Theorem 2.3 [18].
(1) Each RCC model is a consistent but not extensional model of the RCC11 CT.
(2) The collection of closed disks and the closure of their complements in the Euclidean
plane provides an extensional model of the RCC11 CT.
In the rest of this paper, we shall show, given an RCC model R and a subset D of R that
is an extensional model of RCC8 CT, how to construct an extensional model of RCC11
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Table 2
RCC11 composition table, where T = TPP, N = NTPP, T∼ = TPP∼, N∼ = NTPP∼, PN = PON, PY = PODY, PZ = PODZ, ED = ECD, EN = ECN
τ11 T T∼ N N∼ PN PY PZ EN ED DC
T T 1′,T,T∼ N T∼,N∼,PN T,N,PN T,N,PN T,N,PN EN EN DC
N PN,EN,DC EN,DC EN,DC PY,EN,ED PY,PZ DC
T∼ 1′,T,T∼ T T,N,PN N∼ T∼,N∼,PN PY PZ T∼,N∼,PN PY T∼,N∼,PN
PN,PY,PZ N PY,PZ PY,PZ PZ PY,EN,ED EN,DC
N T,N N 1′,T,T∼ T,N T,N T,N,PN DC DC DC
N PN,EN N,N∼ PN PN PY,PZ
DC PN,EN,DC EN,DC EN,DC EN,ED,DC
T∼,N∼ N∼ 1′,T,T∼ N∼ T∼,N∼ PZ PZ T∼,N∼ PZ T∼,N∼,PN
N∼ PN N,N∼,PN PN PN PY,PZ
PY,PZ PY,PZ PY,PZ PY,PZ EN,ED,DC
T,N T∼,N∼ T,N T∼,N∼ 1′,T,T∼,N T,N T,N T∼,N∼ PN T∼,N∼
PN PN PN PN PN N∼,PN,PY,PZ PN PN PN PN
PY,PZ EN,DC PY,PZ EN,DC EN,ED,DC PY,PZ PY,PZ EN,DC EN,DC
PY T∼,N∼ PZ T∼,N∼ T∼,N∼ 1′,T T,N T∼ T∼ N∼
PY PZ PN,PY PN PN T∼,PN PN N∼
EN,ED EN,DC PY,PZ PY,PZ PY,PZ
PZ T∼,N∼ PZ T∼,N∼ T∼,N∼ T∼,N∼ 1′,T,T∼ N∼ N∼ N∼
PZ PN PN,PY,PZ PN PN N,N∼,PN
PY,PZ EN,ED,DC PY,PZ PY,PZ PY,PZ
(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued)
τ11 T T∼ N N∼ PN PY PZ EN ED DC
EN T,N,PN EN T,N,PN DC T,N,PN T N 1′,T,T∼ T T∼,N∼,PN
PY,EN,ED DC PY,PZ EN,DC N PN,EN,DC EN,DC
ED PY EN PZ DC PN T N T∼ 1′ N∼
T,N DC T,N,PN DC T,N N N T,N N 1′,T,T∼
DC PN PY,PZ PN PN N,N∼,PN
EN,DC EN,ED,DC EN,DC EN,DC EN,DC
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CT. Note that it would be a tremendous work to check cell be cell whether a model is
extensional. In the next section we propose an approach for reducing the calculations. This
approach is adapted from [18] for the present purpose.
3. Extensionality of models of RCC11 CT
Consulting the RCC11 CT (Table 2), we can see for any R ∈ R11,
(i) τ11(R, 1′) = τ11(1′, R) = {R}; and
(ii) τ11(R, ECD) and τ11(ECD, R) are singletons.
In what follows, we write l(R) (r(R), resp.) for the unique RCC11 relation that belongs
to τ11(ECD, R) (τ11(R, ECD), resp.), and call it the left dual (right dual, resp.) of R [18].
Note that l(r(R)) = r(l(R)) holds for any R ∈ R11, we write d(R) = l(r(R)) and call it
the dual of R [18].
For each RCC model R, since R is a consistent model of RCC11 CT, we have R ◦w
S =⋃ τ11(R, S) for any R, S ∈ R11. Particularly, we have l(R) = ECD ◦w R and r(R) =
R ◦w ECD for any RCC11 relation R. Furthermore, for an RCC model R, we can check
that l(R) = ECD ◦ R and r(R) = R ◦ ECD also hold for any R.
Lemma 3.1. Let R = 〈A, C〉 be an RCC model and R be a relation on R. For any two
regions x, y ∈ R, we have
(1) x  y iff x′ ∨ y = 1.
(2) (x, y) ∈ R iff (x, y′) ∈ r(R) iff (x′, y) ∈ l(R) iff (x′, y′) ∈ d(R).
(3) l(R) = ECD ◦ R, r(R) = R ◦ ECD, d(R) = ECD ◦ R ◦ ECD.
Suppose W is a subset of R, and RW ≡ R ∩ W × W is nonempty for each RCC11
relation R. Clearly {RW : R ∈ R11} is a partition of W × W and RW ◦ SW ⊆⋃{TW :
T ∈ τ11(R, S)} holds for any two RCC11 relations R and S. This suggests that W , with the
RCC11 relations inherited from R, is also a model of the RCC11 CT.
To check that whether such a sub-model is extensional, we should check for each pair
〈R, S〉 whether or not
RW ◦ SW =
⋃
{TW : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} (1)
holds. There are 11 × 11 equations to be checked in total. When 〈R, S〉 satisfies Eq. (1),
we shall say this pair of relations is extensional w.r.t. W .
Notice that 〈R, 1′〉 and 〈1′, R〉 are extensional for each R. But to ensure that 〈ECD, ECD〉
is extensional, we should require W to be closed under complement. Under this assump-
tion, we can further show that 〈R, ECD〉 and 〈ECD, R〉 are extensional w.r.t. W for any
RCC11 relation R.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose W ⊆ R is a nonempty collection of regions closed under comple-
ment. Then for any RCC11 relation R, we have l(R)W = ECDW ◦ RW,r(R)W = RW ◦
ECDW, d(R)W = ECDW ◦ RW ◦ ECDW, where ◦ is the usual composition.
Proof. This is because that W is closed under complement. Take l(R)W = ECDW ◦ RW
for example. For any x, y ∈ W with (x, y) ∈ l(R), we have x′Ry since l(R) = ECD ◦ R
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holds in the CRA of R. Note that x′ ∈ W by the assumption, we have xECDWx′RWy. The
other hand is also clear. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose W ⊆ R is closed under complement and each RCC11 relation
on W is nonempty, and R, S are two RCC11 relations such that 〈R, S〉 is extensional w.r.t.
W. Then 〈l(R), S〉, 〈R,r(S)〉, 〈l(R),r(S)〉, 〈r(R),l(S)〉, and 〈S∼, R∼〉 are all extensional
w.r.t. W.
Before proving this proposition, we prove some basic facts concerning the RCC11 CT:
Lemma 3.4. For two RCC11 relations R and S, we have
1. τ11(l(R), S) = {l(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)};
2. τ11(R, r(S)) = {r(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)};
3. τ11(l(R), r(S)) = {d(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)};
4. τ11(r(R), l(S)) = τ11(R, S);
5. τ11(S∼, R∼) = τ11(R, S).
Proof. These equations follow from the definition of the RCC11 CT. Take the first equa-
tion for example. For any RCC11 relation T, we need show that T ∈ τ11(l(R), S) iff l(T) ∈
τ11(R, S). Notice that T ∈ τ11(l(R), S) iff T ∩ l(R) ◦ S = ∅, i.e., iff T ∩ (ECD ◦ R) ◦
S = ∅, where ◦ is the usual relational composition on an RCC model R. It is then straight-
forward to show that T ∩ (ECD ◦ R) ◦ S = ∅ is equivalent to say ECD ◦ T ∩ R ◦ S = ∅,
i.e., l(T) ∩ R ◦ S = ∅. By the definition of composition table again, the last statement is
equivalent to say l(T) ∈ τ11(R, S). So we have τ11(l(R), S) = {l(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)}. 
Proof [Proof of Proposition 3.3]
Suppose 〈R, S〉 is extensional w.r.t. W . Then
RW ◦ SW =
⋃
{TW : T ∈ τ11(R, S)}.
Take 〈R, r(S)〉 for example. We have
RW ◦ r(S)W
= RW ◦ SW ◦ ECDW ∵ r(S)W = SW ◦ ECDW
=⋃{TW : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} ◦ ECDW ∵ 〈R, S〉 is extensional
=⋃{TW ◦ ECDW : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} ∵ ◦ is distributive over ⋃
=⋃{r(T)W : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} ∵ r(T)W = TW ◦ ECDW
=⋃{r(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} ∩ W × W ∵ r(T)W = r(T) ∩ W × W
=⋃ τ11(R, r(S)) ∩ W × W ∵ Lemma 3.4 (3)
=⋃{TW : T ∈ τ11(R, r(S))} ∵ ∩ is distributive over ⋃
This suggests that 〈R, r(S)〉 is also extensional w.r.t. W. The cases of 〈l(R), S〉, 〈l(R),
r(S)〉, and 〈r(R), l(S)〉 are just similar. For 〈S∼, R∼〉, note that by (S∼)W = (SW)∼ and
(T∼)W = (TW)∼, we have (S∼)W ◦ (R∼)W = (SW)∼ ◦ (RW)∼ = (RW ◦ SW)∼. Then that
〈S∼, R∼〉 is extensional follows immediately from the facts that ∼ is distributive over ⋃
and τ11(S∼, R∼) = τ11(R, S), and the assumption that 〈R, S〉 is extensional. 
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Table 3
Dual operations on R11
R TPP TPP∼ NTPP NTPP∼ PON PODY PODZ ECN ECD DC 1′
r(R) ECN PODY DC PODZ PON TPP∼ NTPP∼ TPP 1′ NTPP ECD
l(R) PODY ECN PODZ DC PON TPP NTPP TPP∼ 1′ NTPP∼ ECD
d(R) TPP∼ TPP NTPP∼ NTPP PON ECN DC PODY ECD PODZ 1′
Table 4
An exhaustive set of pairs to be checked for extensionality
τ11 TPP TPP∼ NTPP NTPP∼ PON
TPP ? ? ? ? ?
TPP∼ ? ? ?
NTPP ? ? ? ?
NTPP∼ ? ?
PON ?
As a direct corollary, we have the following useful theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose W ⊆ R is closed under complement, and each RCC11 relation
on W is nonempty. Let R, S be two RCC11 relations. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) 〈R, S〉 is extensional w.r.t. W ;
(2) 〈l(R), S〉 is extensional w.r.t. W ;
(3) 〈R, r(S)〉 is extensional w.r.t. W ;
(4) 〈l(R), r(S)〉 is extensional w.r.t. W ;
(5) 〈r(R), l(S)〉 is extensional w.r.t. W ;
(6) 〈S∼, R∼〉 is extensional w.r.t. W.
Proof. This is because that these operations are all idempotent, i.e., r(r(R)) = R, l(l(R))
= R, (R∼)∼ = R for any RCC11 relation R. 
If we want to prove that W is an extensional model of the RCC11 CT we have to check
the extensionality of 112 = 121 pairs of relations. Notice that the pairs involving 1′ or
ECD are always extensional. This reduces this number to 81. First of all, we show, using
the theorem above, that this amount can be further reduced to 25 cases.
Set B = {TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼, PON}. For any pair of relations 〈R, S〉 with
R, S ∈ {1′, ECD}, we claim that one of {R, S}, {l(R), S}, {R, r(S)}, {l(R), r(S)} is a subset
of B. This is because that, if R (S, resp.) is not in B, then l(R) (r(S), resp.) is in B.
Entreating Theorem 3.5, we can reduce the calculations to those pairs in B × B.
These 25 cases can be further reduced to 15 cases specified in Table 4. This is because
that 〈R, S〉 is extensional iff 〈S∼, R∼〉 is extensional. In what follows, we write P for the
set of these 15 pairs of RCC11 relations.
4. Construction extensional models of RCC11 CT
Suppose W is a subset of R such that RW ≡ R ∩ W × W = ∅ for each RCC l relation
R (l = 8, 11). Clearly {RW : R ∈ Rl} is a partition of W × W and RW ◦ SW ⊆⋃{TW : T
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∈ τl(R, S)} holds for any two RCC l relations R and S (l = 8, 11). This suggests W , with
the RCC l relations inherited from R, is also a model of the RCC l CT (l = 8, 11).
Now suppose that D is a collection of regions in R that, with the inherited RCC8 rela-
tions, is an extensional model of the RCC8 CT. Clearly, if we set CD to be the contact
relation on D inherited from R, then any RCC8 relations can be defined in the CRA gen-
erated by CD . In what follows, we write D for this CRA. Clearly D is a representation of
the closed disk algebra Dc.5
Set D′ = {a′ : a ∈ D} and let E = D ∪ D′. We then show that E, with the inherited
RCC11 relations, is an extensional model of the RCC11 CT. It’s easy to see that E sat-
isfies conditions given in Theorem 3.5. In order to show that this model is extensional it
is sufficient, by the result of the previous section, to check the pairs of RCC11 relations
specified in Table 4.
We first summarise some basic facts about this model.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose R is an RCC model, D ⊂ R is an extensional model of the RCC8
CT, and let a, b be two regions in D. Then a ∨ b < 1.
Proof. Suppose a, b are two nonempty regions in D and a∨b = 1. Notice that τ8(DC, DC)
contains all RCC8 base relations. Since D is an extensional model of the RCC8 CT, we
have some nonempty region c in D such that aDCcDCb. This suggests that a ∧ c = c ∧
b = 0, hence c = c ∧ 1 = c ∧ (a ∨ b) = (c ∧ a) ∨ (c ∧ b) = 0. This is a contradiction.
Consequently, we have a ∨ b < 1. 
Notice that the above lemma shows in particular that, for a region a ∈ R, a and a′ cannot
be both in D. Hence, we have D ∩ D′ = ∅. Furthermore, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose R is an RCC model, D ⊂ R is an extensional model of the RCC8
CT. Then ECDD = PODYD = PODZD = ∅, ECND = ECD, and POND = POD.
Proof. Notice that, for any two regions a, b in R, (a, b) ∈ P ◦ P∼ if and only if a ∨ b < 1.
(Recall that we prescribe that the universe is not in R.) By the above lemma, the union of
any two regions in D is not the universe, we have (P ◦ P∼)D = D2. Recall T = −(P ◦ P∼),
we have TD is empty.
Recall that POD = O ·  · T and ECD = −O · T, we have PODD = ECD = ∅. Now
since POD = PODY + PODZ and ECN = EC · −ECD, PON = PO · −POD, we have
PODYD = PODZD = ∅, and ECND = ECD , and POND = POD . 
We now fix a notation. For an RCC11 relation M ∈ {ECD, PODY, PODZ}, we assign
M a corresponding RCC8 relation M+ as follows:
M+ =


M, if M ∈ {1′, DC, TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼} ⊂ R11;
PO, if M = PON;
EC, if M = ECN.
5 But it’s still open that whether the converse also holds, i.e. if the CRA generated by CD , D, is a representation
of Dc , is each atomic relation in D precisely the one inherited from the corresponding RCC8 relation?
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose R, S, and T are three RCC11 relations that are not in {ECD,
PODY, PODZ}. Then T ∈ τ11(R, S) iff T+ ∈ τ8(R+, S+).
Proof. This could follow from a careful comparison of the RCC8 CT and the RCC11 CT.
We here give another proof.
Notice that the composition table of the closed disk algebra coincides with the RCC8
CT. Also recall that the standard RCC model RC(R2) is a consistent model of both RCC11
CT and RCC8 CT. Suppose R, S, and T are three RCC11 relations that are not in {ECD,
PODY, PODZ}, and suppose T ∈ τ11(R, S). Then by the definition of the RCC11 CT, we
have T ∩ R ◦ S = ∅ in RC(R2). We have in this model T+ ∩ R+ ◦ S+ = ∅ because that
M ⊆ M+ holds for any M ∈ R11 \ {ECD, PODY, PODZ}. By the definition of the RCC8
CT, we have T+ ∈ τ8(R+, S+).
On the other hand, notice that the closed disk algebra is a sub-model of the RCC model
RC(R2) that is extensional w.r.t the RCC8 CT. Suppose R, S, and T are three RCC11 rela-
tions that are not in {ECD, PODY, PODZ}, and suppose T+ ∈ τ8(R+, S+). Then we have
T+ ∩ R+ ◦ S+ = ∅ in the closed disk algebra Dc. Notice that RCC8 relations in Dc are
precisely those inherited from RC(R2). Moreover, for any M, M+ in Dc is just the restric-
tion of M in RC(R2) to the collection of closed disks. We have therefore T ∩ R ◦ S = ∅
in RC(R2), hence T ∈ τ11(R, S). 
Corollary 4.4. Suppose R, S, and T are RCC11 relations with R, S∈ {ECD, PODY,
PODZ}. Let R be an RCC model,D ⊂ R be an extensional model of the RCC8 CT,
and take any a, c ∈ D. If (a, c) ∈ T for some T ∈ τ11(R, S), then there exists b ∈ D with
aRbSc.
Proof. Suppose a, c ∈ D and (a, c) ∈ T for some T ∈ τ11(R, S). By Lemma 4.1, we have
a ∨ c < 1. Now since ECDD = PODYD = PODZD = ∅ (Corollary 4.2), T ∈
{ECD, PODY, PODZ}. By Lemma 4.3, we have T+ ∈ τ8(R+, S+). Notice that for any
RCC11 relation M ∈ {ECD, PODY, PODZ}, MD = M ∩ D ×D = M+ ∩ D × D = M+D .
In particular, we have (a, c) ∈ T+. Now by the assumption that D is an extensional model
of RCC8 CT, we have some b ∈ D such that aR+bS+c. Again, by RD = R+D and SD =
S+D , we have aRbSc. 
We next show that the 15 pairs of RCC11 relations specified in Table 4 are all exten-
sional w.r.t. E. Recall that we write P for the set of these pairs. For any 〈R, S〉 ∈ P,
we have RE ◦ SE ⊆⋃{TE : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} holds. This is because that R is a consistent
model of the RCC11 CT and E ⊆ R. So we need only to show the “⊇” part. For 〈R, S〉 ∈
P and a, c ∈ E with (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), we need prove that there exists a region b ∈ E
such that aRbSc.
Naturally, we can divide the examination into four cases: (i) a, c ∈ D; (ii) a, c′ ∈ D; (iii)
a′, c ∈ D; (iv) a′, c′ ∈ D. Case (i) follows from Corollary 4.4 immediately. The following
three propositions investigate the other three cases respectively, where R is an RCC model,
D ⊂ R is an extension model for RCC8 CT, and D′ = {d ′ : d ∈ D}, and E = D ∪ D′ ⊂
R. We begin with the case where a, c′ ∈ D.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose 〈R, S〉 ∈ P, (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), and a, c′ ∈ D. Then there
exists a region b ∈ E such that aRbSc.
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Proof. First, suppose R = TPP, S = TPP∼ and (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(TPP, TPP∼). We have
(a, c′) ∈⋃{r(T) : T ∈ τ11(TPP, TPP∼)}. Note that
{r(T) : T ∈ τ11(TPP, TPP∼)}
= τ11(TPP, r(TPP∼)) ∵ Lemma 3.4
= τ11(r(TPP), l(r(TPP∼))) ∵ Lemma 3.4
= τ11(ECN, TPP) ∵ r(TPP) = ECN, l(r(TPP∼) = TPP.
So (a, c′) ∈⋃ τ11(ECN, TPP). Since a, c′ ∈ D, we have by Corollary 4.4 some o ∈ D
such that (a, o) ∈ ECN and (o, c′) ∈ TPP. Set b = o′ ∈ D′. Notice that aECNoECDb and
bECDoTPPc′ECDc. By Table 3, we have
• (a, b) ∈ ECN ◦ ECD = r(ECN) = TPP, and
• (b, c) ∈ ECD ◦ TPP ◦ ECD = d(TPP) = TPP∼.
In a word, we have a region b ∈ D′ such that aTPPbTPP∼c.
Second, suppose R is either TPP or NTPP and S = NTPP∼, and (a, c) ∈⋃
τ11(R, NTPP∼). Similarly we have
(a, c′) ∈
⋃
τ11(R, r(NTPP∼)) =
⋃
τ11(r(R), NTPP).
Note that r(R) ∈ {ECN, DC}. By similar argument as above, we have some b ∈ D′ such
that aRbNTPP∼c.
Third, for the rest 12 cases, note that r(S) ∈ {ECD, PODY, PODZ}. By (a, c) ∈⋃
τ11(R, S), we have (a, c′) ∈⋃ τ11(R, r(S)). Then by Corollary 4.4, we have some b ∈ D
such that (a, b) ∈ R and (b, c′) ∈ r(S). By Lemma 3.1, this is equivalent to say aRbSc. 
Next we consider the case where a′, c ∈ D.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose 〈R, S〉 ∈ P, (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), and a′, c ∈ D. Then there
exists a region b ∈ E such that aRbSc.
Proof. First, suppose R, S ∈ {TPP, NTPP}. Notice that in these cases τ11(R, S) ⊆
{TPP, NTPP}. Since (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), we have a < c. Hence a′ ∨ c = 1. Recall we
assume a′, c ∈ D. This cannot be true because, by Lemma 4.1, the sum of any two regions
in D is not the universe.
Second, suppose R = TPP and S ∈ {TPP∼, NTPP∼, PON}. Recall by Lemma 3.4 we
have
τ11(l(TPP), S) = τ11(r(l(TPP)), l(S)) = τ11(TPP∼, l(S)).
Now by (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(TPP, S), we have
(a′, c) ∈
⋃
τ11(l(TPP), S) =
⋃
τ11(TPP∼, l(S)).
Since l(S) ∈ {ECD, PODY, PODZ} and a′, c ∈ D, we have by Corollary 4.4 some o ∈ D
such that (a′, o) ∈ TPP∼ and (o, c) ∈ l(S). Set b = o′ ∈ D′. Notice that aECDa′TPP∼
oECDb and bECDo l(S) c. By Table 3, we have
• (a, b) ∈ ECD ◦ TPP∼ ◦ ECD = d(TPP∼) = TPP, and
• (b, c) ∈ ECD ◦ l(S) = l(l(S))) = S.
In a word, we have a region b ∈ D′ such that aTPPbSc.
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Third, suppose R = NTPP and S ∈ {NTPP∼, PON}. These cases are just similar to the
above cases.
Last, for the rest 6 cases, note that l(R) ∈ {ECD, PODY, PODZ}. By (a, c) ∈⋃
τ11(R, S), we have (a′, c) ∈⋃ τ11(l(R), S). Then by Corollary 4.4, we have some b ∈ D
such that (a′, b) ∈ l(R) and (b, c) ∈ S. Clearly, this is equivalent to say aRbSc. 
The next proposition discusses the case where a′, c′ ∈ D.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose 〈R, S〉 ∈ P, (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), and a′, c′ ∈ D. Then there
exists a region b ∈ E such that aRbSc.
Proof. Notice that for any RCC11 relation T, by Lemma 3.1, (a, c) ∈ T iff (a′, c′) ∈
d(T). Given (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), we have (a′, c′) ∈⋃{d(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)}. Moreover,
by Lemma 3.4 and Table 3, we have:
{d(T) : T ∈ τ11(R, S)} = τ11(l(R), r(S))
= τ11(r(l(R)), l(r(S))
= τ11(d(R), d(S))
= τ11(R∼, S∼).
Notice that for any pair 〈R, S〉 ∈P we have R, S ∈ {TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼, PON}.
The last equation follows from the fact that d(T) = T∼ for T ∈ {TPP, NTPP, TPP∼,
NTPP∼, PON} (see Table 3).
By the above observation and the assumption that (a, c) ∈⋃ τ11(R, S), we have
(a′, c′) ∈ τ11(R∼, S∼). Now since a′, c′ ∈ D, we have by Corollary 4.4 some o ∈ D such
that (a′, o) ∈ R∼ and (o, c′) ∈ S∼. Set b = o′ ∈ D′. Recall that (x, y) ∈ T iff (x′, y′) ∈
d(T), and d(T) = T∼ for any T ∈ {TPP, NTPP, TPP∼, NTPP∼, PON}. This shows
aRbSc. 
We now summarise our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 4.8. Given an RCC model R, suppose D is a collection of regions in R that,
with the inherited RCC8 relations, is an extensional model of the RCC8 CT. Set D′ =
{d ′ : d ∈ D} and let E = D ∪ D′. Then E, with the inherited RCC11 relations, is an exten-
sional model of the RCC11 CT.
For l = 8, 11, suppose E (with the inherited RCC l relation) is an extensional model
of the RCC l CT. Then the relation algebra generated by these restricted RCC l relations,
denoted by 〈RE : R ∈ Rl〉, coincides with the CRA generated by CE , denoted by 〈CE〉.
This is because that 〈CE〉 is equal to the RA generated by DCE and hence is a subalgebra
of 〈RE : R ∈ Rl〉. Recall that 〈CE〉 contains l jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint non-
empty relations. This shows 〈CE〉 = 〈RE : R ∈ Rl〉 because the latter RA contains only l
atoms.
So, the above theorem can be rephrased as follows:
Theorem 4.9. Given an RCC model R, suppose D is a collection of regions in R
that, with the inherited RCC8 relations, is an extensional model of the RCC8 CT.
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Set D′ = {d ′ : d ∈ D} and let E = D ∪ D′. Then 〈CE〉, the CRA generated by CE, is
a representation of the complemented disk algebra.
We know, in the standard RCC model RC(R2), the collection of simple regions, namely
the Egenhofer model, is an extensional model of the RCC8 CT [17]. The above theorem
then shows that the complemented Egenhofer model is also an extensional model of the
RCC11 CT.
5. Conclusions
Given a representation of the closed disk algebra, we have shown in this paper that a
representation of the complemented disk algebra could be obtained by adding complements
to the domain of regions. In particular, the complemented Egenhofer model, which contains
all simple regions and the closure of their complements, is an extensional model of the
RCC11 CT.
We want to make several comments on this model. First, just as the complemented disk
algebra [18], atomic RCC11 relations on this complemented model can also be determined
by the 9-intersection principle [11]. Second, this complemented model is in a sense a max-
imal extensional model of the RCC11 CT. This is for the same reason as that Egenhofer
model is maximal for the RCC8 CT [17].
These models, particular the complemented Egenhofer model, will provide useful mod-
els for both QSR and GIS. Future work will investigate the computational complexity of
relational reasoning with these complemented models.
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